INTRODUCTION
Billions of Internet users and machine-to-machine connections are causing a tsunami of data growth. Big data [1, 2] is the data that exceeds the processing capacity of conventional database systems. Big Data is the ocean of information we swim in every day. Vast zeta bytes of data flowing from our computers, mobile devices, and machine sensors form the source of big data. Big data has found its applications in every sector and the elections is an exception anymore. Today political parties concentrate and focus deeply on social media relevant dynamics like comments, likes, dislikes, followers, popularity and much more. Gone are the days when grey-haired politicians used to fight elections on the basis of religion, caste, and ethnicity. Today the only importance is of numbers and statistics irrespective of the fact that whether the election is ata local or national level. When we consider election scenario, the political parties must avoid broadcast approach where the same message is delivered to the whole nation. The preference should be given to a targeted approach where data canbe utilized to directly converse with the individuals and masses on the critical issues that matter most to them. There has been 240 percent increase in politicians making use of social media sites like Facebook and Twitter world over. The electoral success of Narendra Modi led BharatiyaJanta Party (BJP) in India is also credited with the effective use of big data. The BJP applied the big data sets to get aware of the demand for masses. It assisted them in shaping core issues and media campaign in 2014 elections in India. By conducting data analysis, BJP managed to raise funds, edit advertisements and engage voters from different regions.
PROMINENT SOURCES OF BIG DATA
There are many sources responsible for the generation of big data as mentioned under and shown in Fig. 1 .
A. Social Networking
The data mining competences for business are growing continuously with the growth of social networks like Twitter, Facebook, and Pinterest. These act as a wealth of information when it comes to defining the inspiration of the customers. Because of its open-source nature, social networking data is continuously available for all marketers. Some examples of this type of data are follower/following accounts, interaction with posts (likes, comments, pins, etc.), the geography of social media user, and sentiment analysis of posts and tweets.
B. Review Networks
The businesses are provided an unparalleled look at online review sites when viewed by their customers. These acts as a windfall for companies who are interested to gather insights from data that is easy to segment. For example, TripAdvisor and Google Reviews provide sentiment data after analyzing the tone and language of entries.
C. Government Data Sources
At first listening about government data sources at the big data party seems boring, but it plays a big role in the number of analyses. Healthcare, legal information, population, weather and disaster forecast; these kinds of data are authoritative when looking to apply big data research across the board. Many countries are accepting the free data mindset and making it publically available on the internet.
D. Blogesphere
In the context of big data, blogs are a useful source of data because of their targeted audiences. Whether a company is engaged in selling toys or providing consulting services to other businesses, there is most likely a blog there with a strong audience of users constantly interacting with posts. The comments section of blogs is another source of data capturing opinions of interested visitors.
E. Media Outlets
Today's user communication driven media outlet websites are alike to blogs in being actual data sources due to their generally targeted audiences and active visitor feedback. Using various data mining techniques, marketers can collect information on the wide extent of subject matter carried by newspaper and news magazine sites. The comment sections of these sites are overflowing with insight into the views and opinions of the general public that could be relevant to marketers.
Fig1. The figure depicts the different sources responsible for generation of big data
The amount of data generated by some prominent agencies and organizations every 24 hours is shown in Fig. 2 . 
BIG DATA FROM ELECTIONS PERSPECTIVE
The data related to Indian elections are huge and it is increasing day by day. This data needs to be handled in such a manner that it could be utilized to its best and used for the analyzing the different scenarios which frequently comes up in elections. It may be said that massive data is all set to play a maximum vital function in any countrywide elections to be conducted in future. Political parties need to ponder on the use of technology, a brilliant deal more than another count. The research paper is focused to remove the confusion in the minds of electorates who to vote for. A record related to elections varies in size and ranges from Petabytes to Yottabytes. The giving out an analysis of the big amount of information related to elections or producing the high priced information is the tough assignment. Inside the large data is the latest generation that could be beneficial for the general public and political parties. So it's far essential that special issues and challenges related to this technology have to convey out into the light. However, with the first-rate possibility comes top-notch demanding situations and there's a host of upcoming obstacles which we have to address.
APACHE HADOOP FRAMEWORK AND MAPREDUCE ALGORITHM
Big Data, because of its volume, veracity, variety, and velocity can't be handled by traditional database tool. So, a special tool is needed to handle Big Data. Hadoop finds its application in several sectors which comprises of retail, sports, medical science, business, education and of course now in elections.Hadoop is a framework for running applications on large clusters of commodity hardware which produces huge data and to process it. Hadoop is a Java-based programming framework that supports the processing of large data sets in a parallel computing environment.
Hadoop is undoubtedly the preferred choice for such a requirement due to its key characteristics of reliability, flexibility and a scalability. Hadoop provides the ability to store huge data on Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).There are many other solutions available for analyzing this huge data such as MapReduce, Pig, and Hive. Due to advancements in data analysis technologies to analyze the big data, there are different thoughts about which and when Hadoop data analysis technology should be used efficiently.A well-executed big data analysis provides the possibility to uncover hidden markets, finds customer demands and cost reduction opportunities.It can be helpful in improving efficiency in telecommunication and medical treatments, and big data analytics is also helpful in social media campaigns and related digital marketing.
The important characteristics of Hadoop framework are detailed as under.
 Scalability -Servers can be added later on to increase capacity  Availability -Serve mission-critical workflows and applications  Fault Tolerance -It refers to automatic recovery from failures. If a workload is running on a system and some parts of the system stop performing their task, in such a situation the other parts of the system should configure themselves to share the work of the failed parts. This means that the service does not fail even in the face of some component failures.
 Flexible Access -Multiple and open frameworks for serialization and file system mounts  Load Balancing -It refers to placing of data intelligently for maximum efficiency and utilization. Many systems related to big data takes un-curated data. It means there are always data points that are extreme outliers and introduces hotspots in the system. The workload in such systems is not uniform. Some small parts are major hotspots and bear the high load as compared to rest of the system. Such distribution of load is to be taken care of.
 Tunable Replication -Multiple copies of each file provide data protection and computational performance  Security -Enhanced security for users and groups. Fig. 3 shows the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).
Fig3. The figure depicts the Hadoop Distributed File Structure
Big data had found its applications in almost every sector and an election is no more an exemption. It had been predicted that technology today is much more influential in planning strategies for contesting elections than any other thing. The US president Barack Obama had set up a platform describing the use of big data in contesting and winning elections. In India political parties are now adopting the same concept. It had been brought to the forefront that majority of electorates in India do not cast their own vote. On having deep insight into this matter it had been confirmed that either these people are confused or unable to decide who to vote for or they simply don't care to vote. Political parties are now busy targeting such electorates. The research work would guide such electorates to decide who to vote for based on their own judgment and not under the influence of any external factor. The structured database of different political leaders of Punjab state has being constructed who contested past elections held in Punjab. Next year in 2017, these leaders are again all set to contest the elections. In the structured database, fifteen different attributes have been considered mentioned below and provide details about a political leader. One could pass appropriate query or write a suitable script to know what he/she wants to know about any political party or political leader.
Name, Age, Education, Sex, Party, Partytype, Votes_in_favour, perofvotesinfavour, Criminalcases, Assets, Liabilities, Status, Winningchances, Constituency_name, Year.
The glimpses of snapshots of structured database are shown in Fig. 4as under.
Fig4. The figure shows the glimpse of constructed database
The huge database can be explored to extract useful information by writing appropriate scripts and queries using Apache Hadoop framework. The backbone of the working of the Hadoop framework is the MapReduce algorithm. MapReduce operates in three different stages; mapping, shuffling and reducing. Fig. 5 shows the working of MapReduce algorithm.
Fig5. The figure shows the working of MapReduce technique
The below-mentioned examples illustrate the extraction of useful information from the database in accordance with the fulfillment of the objectives of the research work.
Query 1
To construct the constituency wise sub-tables from the main table "election_data". Fig. 6 shows the query written in Query Editor of Apache Hive to form tables of two constituencies titled "Bathinda" and "Amritsar". The attributes included in both the tables are thename, age, party, votesinfavour, constituency, and year. Fig . 9 shows the graphical result of the table "Amritsar" in which the attribute "name" constitutes Xaxis and the attribute "age" constitutes Y-axis. The bar depicts the age of candidates against their names.
Fig9. The figure depicts the "name" of the candidate against his/her age in the table "Amritsar"
The Fig. 10 shows the graphical result of the table "Amritsar" in which the attribute "name" constitutes X-axis and the attribute "votesinfavour" constitutes Y-axis. The area depicts the name of candidates against the attribute "votesinfavour". In a similar manner, the database can be mined to obtain fruitful results via writing appropriate queries and scripts.
CONCLUSION
India is the largest democracy in the world and it is prime duty of every citizen to vote who is eligible to do so. The significance of the research conducted in this research paper is directly and primarily concerned with the electorates of India who are all set to cast their votes in the upcoming elections in 2019. It was observed that in 2014 Lok Sabha elections, 814 million electorates were supposed to vote but it was found that out these people 164 million electorates did not vote or either opted for NOTA. The implication of the study is to provide guidance to the people who did not vote because either they did not care to vote or the appropriate message which they were waiting to hear from any political party did not reach their ears. The research work conducted can assist common electorates to decide
